INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES LTD.

APL - 1501

All Purpose Lubricant

APL-1501 is specially formulated to dramatically reduce friction caused from metal
surfaces coming in contact with each other. APL-1501 contains a patented mineral
by-product that actually bonds itself at a molecular level, to metal surfaces. APL-1501
continues to lubricate and protect even after it has been wiped or washed off of
metal surfaces. APL-1501 does not attract dust and is also very effective when used as
a penetrating and cleaning fluid. APL-1501 has thousands of applications and uses.
APL-1501 replaces and out-performs most other products in the chemical cabinet.
Since APL-1501 is concentrated, less product is required to accomplish most
lubricating, penetrating, and cleaning tasks. APL-1501 is available in both aerosol
spray and 4 litre container.

CCL - 1502

Chain and Cable Lubricant

CCL-1502 is designed to lubricate and protect chains and cables from the effects of
harsh friction and heat. CCL-1502 dramatically reduces friction caused from high
speed roller chains. CCL-1502 penetrates into the chain pin and actually bonds to the
metal surfaces within the roller chain links. CCL-1502 contains a patented mineral byproduct that actually bonds itself to metal surfaces. Even when chains are exposed to
very wet and humid conditions, CCL-1502 continues to lubricate and protect. Since
CCL-1502 does not attract dust, it is also very effective when used as a penetrating and
cleaning fluid for old, seized, and rusted roller chains. CCL-1502 is safe and effective on
all metal chains and cables, and is especially effective in harsh industrial environments.
CCL-1502 out-performs other chain and cable lubricants and is concentrated,
requiring less product to lubricate most chains and cables.

HRMT - 3000 S/W Grease

with

(Heat Reducing Metal Treatment)

HRMT-3000S is a lithium base grease with extreme temperature protection. HRMT (Heat
Reducing Metal Treatment) is a special formulation that bonds to metal surfaces, and
provides a ‘nano’ of protective film onto the metal it is attracted to. When V is injected into
high heat and pressure components, it begins to reduce heat and friction upon contact.
Since HRMT-3000S has unequaled water wash and contamination resistance, it is
especially effective In situations of high moisture such as off road vehicles and boat
trailers. HRMT-3000S continues to protect bearings and shafts after exposure to water
submergence. HRMT-3000S does not contain any ‘metalic’ particles such as teflon or
graphite. HRMT-3000S offers superior protection from rust and corrosion. HRMT-3000S is
suitable for use in applications where a multi- purpose, extreme pressure grease is
specified. HRMT-3000S is a superb lubricating grease for all types of bearings, pins,
bushings, king pins, and many other applications such as marine, agriculture, industrial,
pulp and paper, and mobile equipment.
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